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Testimonials:

“I had a little piggy bank when I was little, and I want my grandson to
have the same values.”

- J.S., grandfather

“Just wanted you to know that our first presentation of Pick Pigs was
enthusiastically welcomed!!  Super idea and I only wish I had had something like
this when my own kids were young.  Always hated those trips to (the toy store) -
but your pigs could have made it a learning experience.”

- S.K., grandmother

“We got the piggies and the kids love em!  They’re like their little
friends.  (My son) was carrying them all around the house, even wanted to take
them to bed last night!”

- D.L., mom

“I am buying these for my 2 grandchildren 3 & 5.5!  I did a horrible job
of teaching my children about money.  Although my children are responsible,
good and hardworking people, I have one who will never spend $ or buys
impulsively, and another who spends as soon as it is received.  Neither really
donates regularly.  I learned about the 3 piggy bank system.  I never had heard
about it.  I loved the idea and it made perfect sense to me.  And it dawned on my
old brain that I wanted them to learn about saving, spending now and donating!”
                            suomynonA -  

“The kids love their pigs.  They were talking about what each color
meant and which pigs they had the most money in.  You would have loved
hearing the little three-year-olds discuss their pigs.”

- D.W., grandmother

The Colors of Pick Pigs

SAVING Pig is red...like “stop” and save.
SHARING Pig is blue...the giving, caring color.

SPENDING Pig is green...like “go” and spend a little.

Look for these colors on the pages of the Pick Pigs book!


